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ABSTRACT 

An analytic expression is obtained for the speed of sound in a 

partly ionized gas under centain conditions. The method of character¬ 

istics is adapted to use this information for the solution of the com¬ 

pressible gas flow potential equation, and the contour of a nozzle which 

accelerates the gas to a high velocity is calculated graphically to 

illustrate the application of the method. A modification of Koga's 

procedure for using a computer to solve the equation is proposed. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In recent years interest has focused on an ionized gas as the 

source for a high velocity jet. ^ Hypersonic wind tunnels require a 

gas flow with a very high stagnation temperature in order that the 

test section temperature may approximate that encountered in high* 

speed flight. Another reason for this interest lies in the fact that 

the specific impulse of a rocket is improved by increasing its exhaust 

velocity, and hence the stagnation temperature of its reaction fluid. 

Both of these developments require a nozzle in which a gas. initially 

highly ionized, normalizes as it accelerates. The presence of this 

reaction makes inapplicable design procedures utilizing the theory 

of ideal gas flow. Numerical methods for treating reacting gases 

have been proposed. ^ but in the case of the ionization reaction it is 

possible to carry the analytic approach further. Saha^ derived an 

equation giving the degree of ionization of a gas as a function of its 

temperature and pressure. It was thought that his work could be 

successfully applied to the problem of ionized gas dynamics. 



SYMBOLS 

Subscripts: a atoms 

i ions 

e electrons 

bj^ The constant in the Sackur-Tetrode equation for the absolute 
entropy of the constituent k. 

B bibe/ba 

c Sonic velocity 

E Energy of ionization, per mole 

h Enthalpy of the mixture, per mole of atoms plus ions 

hQ Stagnation enthalpy of the mixture 

Atomic mass of the constituent k 

Partial pressure of the constituent k 

p Total pressure 

R Gas constant 

PH Density of the constituent k 

p T otal density 

Sj^ Molar entropy of the constituent k 

s Entropy of the mixture, per mole of atoms plus ions 

T Absolute temperature 

u Internal energy, per mole of atoms plus ions 

v Velocity 

v The maximum velocity to which the flow could be accelerated max y 

adiabatically 

x Degree of ionization 



In order to use the Saha equation It is necessary to restrict 

ones attention to mixtures of a monatomic gas, its ions, and electrons 

and to assume that each of these constituents obeys the perfect gas 

law. At the temperatures at which ionization is appreciable and at 

the low densities to be expected in the applications mentioned in the 

introduction ideal gas conditions can be expected to hold. If the gas 

becomes polyatomic at lower temperatures a different treatment must 

be applied to that part of the flow field in which this occurs. 

Transitions to excited states and multiple ionization of the atom 

will be neglected. This assumption permits the use of a single equa¬ 

tion of the Saha type and implies that the gas has a constant specific 

heat when not ionized. 

The analysis presented here will also neglect fluid viscosity, 

heat conduction, and any delay in reaching equilibrium conditions at 

every point in the flow. Near the exit of the nozzle the reaction may 

be delayed appreciably, since the temperature is lowered, but the 

flow from a nozzle is most critically dependent on the contour at the 

throat. Thus, a more approximate treatment applied near the exit 

which would include the effect of the reaction delay would not seriously 

disrupt the flow. 

If any electrical or magnetic fields are present they must be 

sufficiently weak that they are cancelled at the surface of the ionized 
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gas by the surface charges and currents that they induce, leaving the 

interior electrically neutral and accelerated only by the pressure 

gradient. Quite large electrical fields can be thus cancelled. W 

Recent experimental work by Martinez^) shows tint both this assump¬ 

tion of electrical neutrality and the assumption that a gas normalizes 

rapidly in a nozzle are closely approached in practice. 
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DERIVATION OF THE EQUATIONS 

The assumptions that fluid viscosity and heat conduction are 

negligible and that the gas remains in an equilibrium state through¬ 

out the flow imply that the entropy of the fluid is a constant. It fol¬ 

lows that irrotational flow can exist and* in the absence of body forces* 

the flow obeys the potential equation:^) 

Et± L rril a*4 _ n 
c* & k dx" dX-» 3x*dxJ 1 U) 

where x^ are cartesian coordinates* the velocity is die gradient of 

th. potential function 4>, and . i. aonic velocity in the 

fluid. In order* then* to render this equation determinate c must be 

related to the fluid velocity. This can be done with, the aid of the 

energy equation* l/2 v2 + h=hQ* if c can be determined as a function 

of the enthalpy h and the constant entropy s. 

Each constituent obeys the perfect gas law: 

PK = M, RT , 
and the assumption of electrical neutrality implies: 

_£«_ - /°e 
M/ Me . 

The symbol x is defined as the fraction ionized* by mass: 

X = £*&■ 
P 
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The partial pressures can therefore be written 

P,-P.-.^RT , P.-0-0&RT. 

and the total pressure is 

In terms of die total pressure the partial pressures are, then, 

P'= P«= T+x P i Pa = ^P . (3) 
t 

If each of the three constituents is treated as an ideal mona¬ 

tomic gas with no active internal degrees of freedom, then their 

molar specific heats at constant pressure and at constant volume are 

5/2 R and 3/2 R, respectively* The molar internal energies are, 

then 

UK = -f RT + u0K f 

where the u^'s are constants* The energy necessary to ionize one 

mole of atoms is E = uoc + uQ^ - uoa* 

All extensive properties of the gas mixture will be normalized 

by referring to one mole of atoms plus ions* In this quantity of gas 

there are 1-x moles of neutral atoms, x moles of ions, and x moles 

of electrons* Its mass is the constant (l-x)Ma + xMj +xMe =■ Ma. 



It follows that the internal energy of the mixture, per mole of 

atoms plus ions, is 

U = -|0+X)RT + *E + Uoa . 
(4) 

Taking the arbitrary constant uoa= O, the enthalpy of the same 

amount of mixture is 

h = m » u+(MRT 

h = §(i + x)RT + xE . 

(5) 

The Sackur-Tetrode expression for the absolute entropy of an 

ideal gas is, per mole of each component, 

SK = | R + R In ^ 

where 3 

u _ (2 TT rr\nK)* Kfl 

h3 

In the above expression, K is Boltzmann’s constant, h is Planck’s 

constant, m^ is the mass of one of the particles of which the gas is 

composed, and g is the number of distinct quantum states in the 

particle’s ground state, A discussion of the Sackur“Tetrode equa¬ 

tion and the value of g for various gases may be found in Epstein. ^ 



The entropy of the mixture, per mole of atoms plus ions, is 

4 = +(.-*) lh kp + xlh*2jp+ x!nk|X-a 
R i(| Pi |6 

Equations (3) may now be used to eliminate the partial pressures, 
5 

4=4(l+*) + (1+xV^-jp + ^ K 4 * 'n ^ 

-t- (!-x) tn -f axlia-1— 

•1=4 0+x) + 0+x) lr> bib,TT - In b„ p 

H-X 

5 

4 =| (|+x)+ (ltx)lh^i+ln^+xlh‘^+ln^ 

The constant terms are dropped by defining s'/R: 

J! _ i-i-.uia 
R R 2- %b; 

(6) 
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The thermodynamic equation 

T ds = dh - ~^dp 

becomes, when Equation (2) is used to eliminate^ » 

Tds =• dh-fl+x)RT 

Equation (5), when differentiated, gives 

dh = | RT dx + Edx 4-|^i+x) RdT , 

80 

Tds =• f 8T dxi-£:dx+|Cl+x)RdT-(i+x)RTf- 

and 

^ dx+ ^dx + f ft+x) dOh“T)-0+x)d(ln p) _ 

Since B is a constant, (i+x) d(In B) =0 and the above equation can be 

written 

^ = Idx * Wf dx + fl +x) d(,n • 

However, equation (6) gives 

^ =-|dx +■ Ihi^dx + lh Si! dx + (itx) dflh 

Since both equations hold for any differential change in the state of 

die fluid, the corresponding differential coefficients must be equal. 
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This requirement gives: 

_ 5 
ET _ ) SZL, I* \Z*Z 

Rff- ^ p + l*lcV 
(7) 

Equation {7) is the Saha equation, giving the degree of ionization as 

a function of the temperature and pressure. 

Equation (6) can be written 

lh f _s! _ 5 _ , li* _ I i-x*] 
P l+xl R 2-* ,nl-X xm X‘J # 

When this is substituted into the Saha equation, the temperature Is 

expressed as a function of x and s': 

JL - _L T ll 
RT l+X L R 

lx + z 

The equation defining the sonic velocity, 

(8) 

can be written in a more convenient form by the use of the equations: 

T ds = dK-^dp 

T ds = dq - ^ 

For ds= 0, 

dp = _P dh 
dp p du 
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so that 

cz _ _P fsh\ _ _p 
“ Uul5 ~ ^ 

From Equation (4): 

Ux/: 

(w) = 1RT+E+|0^)R(U), 

from (5): 

m 

i 

= | RT + E +1 (M R (f£)5 ; 

and from Equation (8): 

- JL (XT) _ _ _i_ x _E_ (5-L) = LX -f _L f_£ . O X / . x-1 
ftj2.Ux/s l+X RT t+x L 

Thus: 

(IT) = JlCl + 5 RT _2_ RT\ 
V3x/S l+x' T a ^ + xfl-x) £ j 

The sonic velocity can now be written as a function of T and x: 

fRT+E + fRT( H-f^+jifRi 
lRT + E + |RT(|+ff 

¥) 
RT \ 
E / 
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0 + *) 
PT l + i 

I + Iy:[2+ 

5 RT 
2- E 
S RT 
*■ E 

g— BI~1 
xr»-x) E J 

*0 *¥J 

-*/,+x)BI 4 + ^D+|.fEr+XOrX| 
* 
3 ¥3 

t 
XO-X) (W ] 

This equation can be written in non-dimensional form: 

(^) = u^m[\- 
X(£.f 
IS 'RTI 

3(RT)"^(RT)+I Xtf-A) 

If the bracketed term in Equation (9') were unity the equation 

would give the sonic velocity in a non-reacting mixture of atoms, 

ions, and electrons since it would reduce to the equation for an ideal 

monatomic gas: 

_ 5_ RT 
3 MyWfRAGe 

The bracketed term, then, is the factor by which the reaction de¬ 

creases this velocity. 
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Equations (5) and (8) may also be written in terms of non- 

dimensional quantities. 

(•£) = t<'i+><)(fr) + * 

(Ipr) ” 1+x f (R) "I x +2./»i^ ] 
If Equation (8*) is used to eliminate T from (5*) the result is 

fiL] = *- (E J 2L„1 
I 0 + x)2 

X + Z. 
+ X 

(10) 

''' '' C' 

Equations (10). (8*), and (9')* together with the energy equation* 

are sufficient to make the potential equation* Equation (1)* deter¬ 

minate* For a given velocity the enthalpy can be obtained from the 

energy equation* h ~ hQ - l/Z v^. Equation (10) then determines x, 

(8') gives T* and the sonic velocity can be calculated with (9*)• 

Tables of values of the non-dimensionalized variables have 

been computed from these equations and some have been placed in 

the appendix. Since all of the physical constants involved have been 

included in the non-dimensionalizing factors these tabulated values 

apply to any gas satisfying the assumptions of the analysis. An 

interesting fact shown by these figures is that there are ranges in 

E 
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which the sonic velocity decreases with increasing temperature. It 

is possible for the Mach number (v/c) to decrease in an accelerating 

flow, A plot of c* vs. h is given in Figure 1 to illustrate this fact. 
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METHODS OF SOLVING THE EQUATIONS 

An explicit solution of the equations derived in the last section 

is out of the question for any problem of interest. Several approxi¬ 

mate methods of solving the potential equation for ideal gas flow have 

been developed, however, and it was thought that some of them could 

be adapted to problems of ionized gas flow. 

The method of characteristics is one of die most useful of these 

methods. In supersonic flow (v/c > 1) there are curves, called 

characteristics or Mach lines, across which disturbances are not 

propogated and boundary conditions have no influence. It can be 

shown from the potential equation. Equation (1). that the character* 

istics through a point in the flow form a cone in the neighborhood of 

that point with the streamline through the point as its axis. The half* 

angle of the cone is sln“* (c/v). In two-dimensional flows there are 

two families of characteristics, directed at this angle to the right 

and to the left of the stream lines. It is clear that if the character¬ 

istics can be drawn the streamlines can be found by bisecting the 

angle between them. The ratio v/c can also be found, since it is the 

cosecant of half that angle. Busemann's^) graphical method for two- 

dimensional flow8 and Sauer's^) extension of it for axisymmetrical 

flows involve drawing some members of each family of character¬ 

istics in both a physical plane and in a plane in which points in the 
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flow are located by the velocity vector at that point. This velocity 

plane is called a hodograph. These methods make use oI a plot of 

For a perfect gas this plot is an ellipse, the configuration of which 

depends only upon the ratio of specific heats. For the reacting gas 

mixture considered here, however, there is a two-parameter family 

of such curves, depending also on the stagnation state of the gas, A 

somewhat different procedure was therefore developed, using a single¬ 

parameter family of curves. 

Referring to Figure 2, a 45-degree, clear plastic, triangle is 

marked with a plot of c vs, l/zb. +" c^ for the value of s desired. It 

is assumed that these properties are non-dimensionalized as in the 

preceding section and that velocities in the hodograph are drawn to 

the same scale as c on this triangle. There are also vertical lines 

marked on the triangle at convenient intervals* 

In use, the triangle is placed on the hodograph with its base 

resting against a tack marking the origin 0, The triangle is so 

oriented that the tip of the velocity vector lies on the curve of c vs, 

^Zh ■+ c2 and the vertical line through the tip reaches the edge of the 

triangle over a circle drawn on the hodograph. This circle has the 

radius vmax- ^2hQ, and is centered on the origin. The Pythagorean 

for relating the sonic velocity to the flow velocity 

theorem applied to triangles OBC and OAC shows that the ordinate BC 
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and the abscissa DC satisfy the equation: 

<d»=vZ+ DC*-BCZ . 

The energy equation can be written: 

= Va+ (2h+C2) - C2-. 

It follows that, if there is only one way the triangle can be placed to 

satisfy the above instructions, BC is the sonic velocity. The base of 

the triangle, then, gives the direction of the characteristic in the 

physical plane. For two-dimensional flows one family of characteris¬ 

tics in the physical plane is orthogonal to the other family in the 

hodograph. The side of the triangle therefore gives the direction of 

the characteristic in the hodograph. In practice it is found that the 

position of the triangle is unique except for positions that give the 

other family of characteristics. By working from the hodograph to 

the physical plane and back a net of characteristics can be extended 

throughout the flow field* This procedure could be used for gases with 

variable specific heats as well as for partly ionized gases. 

A triangle was prepared for use with the above-described 

procedure and a two-dimensional nozzle contour was calculated. 

Figure 3a shows this contour and Figure 4 is the hodograph corres¬ 

ponding to the flow field in the nozzle. For this example an entropy 

of s* s= 10R was chosen. The gas was taken to be 20% ionized at a 
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velocity vs c when it enters at the left. The wall of the nozzle abrupt¬ 

ly turns 30° there and the rest of the contour is so designed that the 

gas, after expanding and accelerating, leaves the nozzle with uniform 

horizontal motion. Calculations show that the gas is 1.5% ionized at 

the exit and that its velocity has been increased by a factor of 2, 24. 

Figure 3b is a nozzle calculated for an ideal monatomic gas for com¬ 

parison, The gas enters with the same velocity as that in 2a and is 

subject to the same deflection at the entrance. At the exit, however, 

its velocity has been increased by a factor of only 1,93, The greater 

diameter of this nozzle shows that the non-reacting gas has expanded 

much more than the ionized gas. The ideal gas has attained 98,7% 

of the maximum velocity to which it could be accelerated in ah expan¬ 

sion nozzle, while the ionized gas reaches only 78% of its maximum 

possible velocity. These differences are the result of the large amount 

of ionization energy available for accelerating the ionized gas, 

A graphical procedure is not very well suited for hypersonic 

flow, in which v» c, because in this case the angle between character¬ 

istics becomes quite small. This is shown by the expression for this 

angle given above. Also, graphical procedures such as Sauer's for 

axisymmetric flow would involve an inordinate amount of calculation 

if adapted to problems involving partly ionized gases, A method of 

solving the potential equation by the use of a computer is called for, 
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and that proposed by Koga^) could be used without significant change 

except that increments in the density would be calculated with the 

A p 
formula Ap =r ^ . This would make necessary tabular data 

giving c as a function of p and s. Such data is indirectly contained 

in the table in the appendix. 
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NON-DIM ENSIONAUZED PROPERTIES 

OF PARTLY IONIZED GASES 

Entropy Degree of Temper 
Ionization ature 

Enthalpy The Square Pressure 
of the Sonic Term in the 
Velocity Saha Equation 

sl 
R 

10 

20 

BI 
E 

Jh 
E 

MaC2 

E BT2 

o.i 
i 

10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 

0.04204 
0.05270 
0.07777 
0.09778 
0.1188 
0.1427 
0.1714 
0.2081 
0.2593 
0.3443 
0.5662 

0.1062 
0.1431 
0.3139 
0.4933 
0.6860 
0.8994 
1.143 
1.432 
1.802 
2.350 
3.590 

0.06578 
0.07106 
0.1034 
0.1437 
0.1934 
0.2572 
0.3419 
0.4596 
0.6365 
0.9451 
1.744 

0.1 
1 

10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 
99 

0.02961 
0.03463 
0.04556 
0.05388 
0.06207 
0.07067 
0.08000 
0.09045 
0.1027 
0.1182 
0.1423 
0.2388 

0.07509 
0.09744 
0.2253 
0.3616 
0.5017 
0.6473 
0.8000 
0.9618 
1.136 
1.332 
1.576 
2.178 

0.04409 
0.04245 
0.05600 
0.07263 
0.09164 
0.1139 
0.1403 
0.1725 
0. 2133 
0.2696 
0.3677 
0.7754 



NON-DIM ENSIONALIZED PROPERTIES 

OF PARTLY IONIZED GASES 

(Contintted) 

Entropy Degree of Temper 
Ionization ature 

Enthalpy The Square Pressure 
of the Sonic Term in the 
Velocity Saha Equation 

il. 
R 

RT _h MaC* P 
E E E BT^ 

30 0.1 
1 

10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 
99 

0.02285 
0.02579 
0.03222 
0.03718 
0.04201 
0.04696 
0.05217 
0.05778 
0.06402 
0.07135 
0.08135 
0.1085 

0.05818 
0.07512 
0.1886 
0.3115 
0.4365 
0.5644 
0.6957 
0.8311 
0.9721 
1.121 
1.286 
1.530 

0.03234 
0.02986 
0.03825 
0.04833 
0.05958 
0.07233 
0.08693 
0.1039 
0.1241 
0.1496 
0.1884 
0.3308 
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TRIANGLE FOR USE WITH 

METHOD OF CHARACTERISTICS 

FIG. 2 



a. NOZZLE CONTOUR FOR PARTLY IONIZED GAS 

b NOZZLE CONTOUR FOR IDEAL MONATOMIC GAS 

FIG. 3 



b. HODOGRAPH OF IDEAL GAS NOZZLE 

FIG. 4 


